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 A Series of Workshops for 

Teachers to: 

 

 

 

  

Poetry Right Now! 

Michael Rosen is one of the most        

significant figures in contemporary 

children’s poetry.  He was one of the 

first poets to draw closely on his 

own  childhood  experiences and 

played a key role in opening up  

children’s access to poetry, both 

through his won writing and his    

anthologies.  He was also amongst 

the first poets to make school visits 

and  continues to work with     

teachers and children throughout 

the UK and beyond. 

. 

 Develop poetry as part of a    

creative curriculum 

 Explore the role of poetry in  

learning and literacy, especially      

writing 

 Consider what makes a positive 

poetry environment 

 Be introduced to a range of    

carefully selected poetry 

 Respond to and perform poetry 

 Trial a range of teaching           

approaches 

 Receive a selection of poetry 

books to use in school 

 

 

A unique opportunity to work with 

poet, broadcaster and recent      

children’s  Laureate, Michael Rosen. 

In this series of workshops teachers 

will work alongside Michael to      

develop their confidence in teaching 

poetry in addition to their personal 

understanding and enjoyment of  

poetry. 

The workshops will foreground    

poetry as a significant, enjoyable 

and highly  inclusive component of 

language and literacy learning.  

Jackie Kay the winner of the 2008 

CLPE Poetry award in discussion with 

John Agard , the 2009 winner . 



 

 

 Before the project we were nervous of 

poetry -now we see poetry as part of 

what we do 

 

 Poetry was a doorway into writing for 

him — he has blossomed   

 

 A. was shy and reluctant to partici-

pate.  Poetry has transformed her. 

She now writes her  own poems and 

reads them aloud.  Her writing is 

more imaginative  and she’s  proud of 

what she’s written  

 

 Children will often write a poem about 

something that has happened to 

them, using it as a way to explore 

their feelings 

 

 Children are choosing to read poems 

in guided reading and to write poems 

in their own time 

 

 

 Poetry has empowered the children 

and increased their self belief in all 

areas of the curriculum.  Even in 

maths they now have the                

confidence to ask questions  

 

 It gave the children a way of          

expressing themselves that they   

hadn’t had before 

 

 The project has re energised the 

staff 

 

 Poetry feeds into how they          

approach  everything 

 

 For the first time I feel free to         

experiment 

 

 

Poetry gives voice to deep feelings,  

attitudes and outlooks.  It            

expresses many and varied ways  

of looking at the world.  It puts        

together sounds and uses of  

language that help children find ways 

of talking, thinking and  writing that 

they won’t find anywhere else. 

 

Michael Rosen 

 

Impact of the project 2008-9 

What teachers said: 

 

CLPE is a Professional  Development Provider renowned for its expertise in  

creative approaches in language, literacy and learning. It has a significant history in 

fostering poetry in schools which has informed innovative publications for teachers 

such as A Year in Poetry and Hands on Poetry.   

 Each year, in collaboration with  Excellence in Southwark, CLPE   publishes an anthology of 

children's    

poetry. 

 CLPE presents an annual poetry award which honours excellence in poetry written 

for children.  Winners have included: Roger McGough, John Agard, Grace Nichols  

and Jackie Kay 



 

Course dates: 

Two whole days and four after school sessions all held at CLPE on Wednesdays 

 

   23rd September  2009    9.30  - 3.30 

    4th November                4.30  - 6.00 

    13th January       2010    4.30  - 6.00 

     3rd March                     4.30 -  6.00 

    26th May                       4.30 -  6.00 

    7th July              9.30 -  3.30 

 

Cost: £400 

 

Michael Rosen 

Return to CLPE, Webber Street, London SE1 8QW 

 

Tel: 020 7401 3382/3 Fax 020 7928 4624 info@clpe.co.uk www.clpe.co.uk 

     

I would like to attend the Poetry Right Now project at CLPE 

————————————————————————————————————————- 

Name                                                                     Role 

———————————————————————————————————————— 

School/Organisation                                               LA 

————————————————————————————————————————- 

Address 

- ———————————————————————————————————————                                                                            

                                                                              Postcode 

————————————————————————————————————————- 

Telephone                                                               Email 

————————————————————————————————————————- 

O I enclose a cheque for £         Please make cheques payable to Language Matters 

————————————————————————————————————————- 

O  Please invoice my school 

————————————————————————————————————————————————


